
NEW from PITTSBURGH

PITT lATIN
AMERICAN SERIES

The Practice of Politics in
Postcolonial Brazil
Porto Alegre, 1845-1895
Roger A. Kittleson
256 pp.• Paper $27.95

"The study's careful attention to
broader historiographic debates,
its innovative use ofsources, and
graceful prose make it a model
ofhow regional history can
illuminate consequential eddies
and sedimentation that could
reorient theflow oflarger
historical processes in state
formation. "
-Peter M. Beattie,
Michigan State University

PITT lATIN
AMERICAN SERIES

Political (In)Justice
Authoritarianism and the
Rule of Law in Brazil, Chile,
and Argentina
Anthony W. Pereira
280 pp.• Paper $27.95

"This is a pathbreaking study of
institutional and personal
relations between military and
judicial elites in Brazil, Chile,
and Argentina, and how they
laid thefoundation for divergent
patterns ofstate repression. "
-Diane E. Davis,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

PITT lATIN
AMERICAN SERIES

Fujimori's Peru
Deception in the Public
Sphere
Catherine Conaghan
300 pp. • Cloth $29.95

"Conaghan probes a serious
challengefacing not only Peru
but many countries in the world
today-elites' moral decay,
abetting a corrupt government's
capacity to maintain a veneer of
legitimacy. "
-Cynthia McClintock,
George Washington
University

ILLUMINATIONS:
CULTURAL FORMATIONS OF THE AMERICAS

Spanish King of the Incas
The Epic Life of Pedro Bohorques
Ana Maria Lorandi
Translated by Ann de Leon
272 pp. • Cloth $34.95

"The implausible exploits ofPedro Bohorques make up afascinating
tale. ... conveying the strangeness ofthe colonial Latin American
past while also awakening a vivid, immediate sensefor it. "
-Hispanic American Historical Review
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NEW from PITTSBURGH

PITT lATIN
AMERICAN SERIES

The Cuban Embargo
The Domestic Politics of an
American Foreign Policy
PatrickJ. Haney
and Walt Vanderbush
260 pp. • Paper $24.95

'ltn engaging study ofthe
behind-the-scenesforces shaping
the us. embargo ofCuba. ...
Carefully takes us through
intrigues in the White House,
politics in Congress, and shifts
in the exile community to grasp
the complex dynamics at work. "
-Maria de los Angeles
Torres, author of In the Land
ofMirrors: Cuban Exile Politics
in the United States

CUBAN STUDIES

PITT LATIN
AMERICAN SERIES

Transforming Latin America
The International and
Domestic Origins of Change
Craig Arceneaux
and David Pion-Berlin
300 pp. • Paper $27.95

'ltn important addition to the
literature on Latin America in
world politics. .. an interesting
and originalframeworkfor
understanding the conditions
that accountfor the shifting
balance toward the domestic
and the international in
situations ofpolitical change. "
-Ariel Armony, Colby
College

Public Security and Police
Reform in the Americas
Edited by John Bailey and
Luda Dammert
336 pp.• Paper $27.95

"This excellent and comprehen
sive volume, edited and written
by leading researchers in the
field, examines the crime prob
lem, the often ineffectual
attempts to control it via police
reform, and the threats to
democracy that its pervasiveness
has generated. "
-Mitchell A. Seligson,
Vanderbilt University

Founded in 1970, Cuban Studies has been published annually by the University of Pittsburgh
Press since 1985. Widely praised for its interdisciplinary approach, and trenchant analysis of an
array of topics, Cuban Studies features the best scholarship in the humanities and social sci
ences. Each volume includes articles in both English and Spanish, a large book review section,
and an exhaustive compilation of recent works in the field.

Beginning with volume 34 (2003), the publication is available electronically through Project
MUSE®, an award-winning online database of full-text scholarly journals. More information can
be found at http://muse.jhu.edu/publishers/pitt_press/.

~ittsburgh
800.621.2736 www.pitt.edu/-press university of pittsburgh press
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Mexico
A Brief History

ALICIA HERNANDEZ CHAvEZ
Translated by Andy Klatt

Beginning with the pre-Hispanic period

and ending with the latest democratic

developments of the twenty-first century,

this definitive one-volume history of

Mexico analyzes the ways that economic,

social, and political dynamics have

interacted to shape the nation's past.
$24.95 paper, $60.00 cloth

NEW IN PAPERBACK

Paradise in Ashes
A Guatemalan Journey of Courage,
Terror, and Hope

BEATRIZ MANZ
Foreword by Aryeh Neier

"A remarkable book.... A compelling story

clearly told, based on thorough research

and direct, first-hand knowledge."

-Journal of Latin American Studies
Kiriyama Prize, Pacific Rim Voices

California Series in Public Anthropology
$16.95 paper

Americas
The Changing Face of Latin America
and the Caribbean

PETER WINN
Third Edition

"This magisterial work provides an acces

sible and engaging introduction to the

complex tapestry of contemporary Latin

America and the Caribbean."

-Foreign Affairs
$24.95 paper

Empire and Revolution
The Americans in Mexico
since the Civil War

JOHN MASON HART

"An essential book for understanding not

only the past but also the future of North

America."-Times, EI Paso
2002 Hubert Herring Prize for the best book of the

year on Latin American studies, Pacific Coast

Council of Latin American Studies; Harvey Johnson

Prize, Southwestern Council for Latin American

Studies; Bolton-Johnson Prize, Conference on Latin

America History
$19.95 paper

Mexico
The Struggle for
Democratic Development

DANIEL C. LEW AND KATHLEEN BRUHN
With Emilio ZebadQa

Second Edition

"A wonderful guide to the social, economic,

and political changes in contemporary

Mexico." -Miguel Centeno,
author of Democracy Within Reason

$24.95 paper

At bookstores or order (800) 822-6657 • www.ucpress.edu

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
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NewjromPALGRAVE MACMILLAN
AFTER FIDEL
The Inside Story ofCastro's Regime
and Cuba's Next Leader
Brian Latell
"Brian Latell is one of America's
foremost Cuba analysts. He has
produced a fascinating psychological
profile of Fidel Castro and the man who,
after forty-plus years in the shadows,
may soon succeed him-his brother
Raul."-George J. Tenet, Former Director,
Central Intelligence Agency
288 pp. 1 1-4039-6943-4 1 $24.95 d.

HAVANA
The Making ofCuban Culture
Antoni Kapcia
This is the first sweeping account
of Havana and its cultural history
in English.
256 pp./1-85973-832-X 1 $89.95 d.
1-85973-837-01 $24.95 pb.
Berg Publishers

THE HISTORY OF CUBA
Clifford L. Staten
"Staten ... has successfully condensed
Cuba's convoluted past and present into
a concise, readable history that still
retains sufficient detail to be
intellectually usefuL"
-Robert C. Harding, Lynchburg College
192 pp./1-4039-6259-61 $15.95 pb.

BUILDING CUBAN
DEMOCRACY
George Lambie
This book argues that the
encouragement of popular participation
in Cuba during nearly half a century of
revolution has given the regime hidden
strengths which have not only secured
its survival but could also offer an escape
route out of its current crisis.
256 pp.1 0-333-75337-21 $74.95 d.

READING U.S.
LATINA WRITERS
Remapping American Literature
Alvina E. Quintana
This essential teaching guide assists non
specialist educators in syllabus revision,
new course design, and classroom
presentation of US Latina writers.
224 pp.1 1-4039-6945-0 1 $22.95 pb.

LATIN AMERICAN
FASHION READER
Edited by Regina A. Root
This collection is a long overdue
assessment of Latin America's
influence on fashion.
Dress, Body, Culture
320 pp./1-85973-888-51 $89.95 d.
1-85973-893-1 1 $28.95 pb.
Berg Publishers

AIDS IN LATIN AMERICA
Tim Frasca
"In an age of knee-jerk, pre-packaged
analysis from all sides of the political
spectrum, it is refreshing to read such a
nuanced, challenging account that lets
people speak for themselves but doesn't
let them off the hook."
-Marc Cooper, The Nation
272 pp./1-4039-6944-2 1 $29.95 d.

GENDER POLITICS IN
BRAZIL AND CHILE
Fiona Macaulay
What impact do political parties have on
women's political representation and on
state gender policies? Does this vary
between national and local levels of
government? This study focuses on two
Latin American cases.
St. Antony's
256 pp.1 0-333-73614-1 1 $65.00 d.

REGIONALISM AND
GOVERNANCE IN THE
AMERICAS
Continental Drift
Louise Fawcett and
Monica Serrano
This book links contemporary thinking
on global and regional governance to the
recent experience of the Americas.
256 pp./1-4039-4522-51 $74.95 d.

Distributor of Berg PubUshers, Hambledon and London, I.B.Tauris,
Manchester University Press, and Zed Books

(888) 330-8477. Fax: (800) 672-2054 • www,palgrave-usa.com
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Universi~ of

NEW MEXICO
PRESS

visit our website to learn which ofour
authors will be appearing in your area

Zone of Tolerance
The Guaymas Chronicles
David E. Stuart
Foreword by Max Evans
Guaymas, Mexico's, red light district in
the 1970s and the complex characters who
inhabit it.

0-8263-3828-3 HARDCOVER $24.95

Seein Indians
A Study ofRace, Nation,
and Power in EI Salvador
Virginia Q. Tilley
A cross dlS(~iDllna1rV
motives for era(llcatln~
identityiQEl "uJ'~l'art~~1'"

( dwork of theadventutous
getitlew()manwho1Jecam~

n~Uy recogni~ed~g~h~~
·ofPre-Colillnbiari····sitesand
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~"'[~~ ~-r~~
~ PAPERS ~~ ~
\ NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ~
~. HISPANIC & LATINO STUDIES .~~ ~
~ National Conference ~

~ B~;:~~:~g~~-~:~;s~~:a ~
~ Abstracts, not to exceed two (2) pages, should be

submitted that relate to any aspect of the Hispanic and
Latino American experience. Subjects may include, but
are not limited to: literature, demographics, history,
politics, economics, education, health care, fine arts,
religion, social sciences, business and many other
subjects. Please indicate the time required for presentation
of your paper (25 minutes OR 45 minutes). I

ABSTRACTS WITH HOME AND COLLEGE/AGENCY
ADDRESS MUST BE POSTMARKED BY: TUESDAY,

November 15, 2005.

SEND ABSTRACTS TO:

Dr. Lemuel Berry, Jr.
Executive Director, NAHLS

PO Box 325
Biddeford, ME 04005-0325
Telephone: 207/839-8004

Fax: 207/839-3776

www.NAAAS.org
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Political Ecology in a Yucatec Maya Community
E. N. Anderson with Aurora Dzib Xihum, Felix Medina Tzuc,
and Pastor Valdez Chale

This book tells the story of Chunhuhub at the beginning of the twenty-first
century, showing that the Quintana Roo Maya have been working to find
ways to continue ancient and sustainable methods of making a living while
also introducing modern techniques that can improve that living.
264 pp., $55.00 cloth

Responding to Crisis in Contemporary Mexico
The Political Writings ofPaz, Fuentes, Monsivdis, and Poniatowska

Claire Brewster
"A superb piece of scholarship on a facet of Mexican social life rarely seen or
assessed outside of Mexico. Upon close examination, the reader is able to
extract a comprehensive and total understanding of the world of ideas in
modern Mexico through these key figures." -Francisco Lomeli
272 pp., $45.00 cloth

Natives Making Nation
Gender, Indigeneity, and the State in the Andes

Edited by Andrew Canessa
"Makes a unique contribution to the literature by bringing together the rich,
multi-sensory descriptions of classic Andean ethnography with very
contemporary questions and critical concepts about race, gender, and nation.
The theoretical work will resonate with scholars working with nation/race/
gender in all regions of the world." -Susan Paulson
208 pp., $45.00 cloth

Tepoztlan and the Transformation of the Mexican State
The Politics of Loose Connections

JoAnn Martin
"Readers gain a view of people responding over time to different issues in
changing political contexts while some of the same people remain players. In
this way, and through the author's use of local voices, Tepoztecans come
alive." -Philip C. Parnell
296 pp., $50.00 cloth

Mixtec Transnational
Identity

Laura Velasco Ortiz
"A well written, well argued book
grounded on superb scholarship at the
forefront of studies of ethnic identity in
general, not just in a transnational
context. Her nuanced, subtle analyses of
her research population reveal a picture
of ethnicity that is complex, multiple,
and in almost constant change."
-Jorge Arditi
272 pp., $50.00 cloth

The University of Arizona Press
Tucson, AZ 85721 • 1-800-426-3797 • www.uapress.arizona.edu
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Gainesville, Tallahassee, Tampa, Boca Raton, Pensacola,
Orlando, Miami, Jacksonville, Fort Myers

UNIVERSC%d£

Caribbean Rum
A Social and Economic
History
Frederick H. Smith
DECEMBER. Cloth $59.95

Ricardo Perez
DECEMBER. Cloth $59.95

FORTHCOMING

Cuba's Aborted
Reform
Socioeconomic Effects,
International Comparisons,
and Transition Policies
Carmela Mesa-Lago and
Jorge Perez-Lopez
NOVEMBER. Cloth $59.95

The State and
Small-Scale Fisher
ies in Puerto Rico

True-Born Maroons
Kenneth Bilby
DECEMBER. Cloth $65.00

Order through full
service booksellers,
at www.upf.com. or with
VISA, American Express,
or M/C toll free:
1-800-226-3822

The Cuban
Revolution
Years of Promise
Teo A. Babun Jr. and
Victor A. Triay
127 b&w photos.
NOVEMBER. Cloth $34.95

Migration and
Vodou
Karen E. Richman
Audio compact disc.
65 b&w photos. Cloth $65.00

NEW TITLES

Cuba Transnational
Edited by Damian J.
Fernandez
Cloth $65.00

Mambisas
Rebel Women in Nine
teenth-Century Cuba
Teresa Prados-Torreira
Cloth $59.95

Cuba, the United
States, and the Post
Cold War World
The International
Dimensions of the
Washington-Havana
Relationship
Edited by Morris Morley
and Chris McGillion
Cloth $65.00

Puerto Rican
Nation-Building
Literature
Impossible Romance
Zilkia Janer
Cloth $59.95
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SOCIAL STRATIFICAI'ION
AND MOBILITY IN
CENTRAL VERACRUZ
By I-IuGO G. 0JUTI:'JI

This authoritative ethnography examines how
provinciall\Iexican social cbsses and upward
mobility have changed dramaticall:' since the
1910 Re\'olution.
$-15.00 (/0117

MAYA INTELLECTUAL
RENAISSANCE
IDENTITY, REPRESENTATION,

AND LEADERSHIP

By VICTOR D. IVlo~TEJo

This is the first book to be published outside of
Guatemala in which a 1\1a\'an writer other than
Rigoberta 1\lenchu discus~es the histor:' and prob
lems of the countr\'. I t collects essays i\Iontejo has
written over the p<~st ten years that' address t'he three
critical issues t:lCing 1\la)'an peoples today: identity,
representation, and leadership.
The I,inda Schele Series in lV/aya and Pre-Columbian Studies
/4 h&w photoJ • $/9.95 papc1; s5o.00 cloth

WORDS OF THE TRUE PEOPLESI
PALABRAS DE LOS SERES VERDADEROS

ANTHOLOGY OF CONTEMPORARY

MEXICAN INDIGENOUS-LANGUAGE

WRITERS/ANTOLOGfA DE ESCRITORES

ACTUALES EN LENGUAS INDfGENAS

DE MEXICO

VOLUME Two/ToMO Dos
POETRy/POESiA

EDITED BY CARLOS MONTEMAYOR
AND I)ONALD FRISCHMANN

This second book in a major three-volume trilingual
anthology contains poetry by Mexican indigenous
writers. Their poems appear first in their native
language, followed by English and Spanish transla
tions. Abundantlv annotated texts and essays that
discuss the form;l and linguistic qualities 0'[ the
poems, as well as their place within contelnporary
poetry, make this anthology especially accessible for
nonspecialist readers.
Joe R. and Teresa IJozano Long Series
in Latin American and Latino Art and Culture
S5o.00 cloth

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
800-252-3206 www.utexaspreSS.COln
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BORDER IDENTIFICATIONS

NARRATIVES ON RELIGION,

GENDER, AND CLASS ON

THE U.S.-MEXICO BORDER

By PABLO VILA

In this book, Pablo Vila continues the explora
tion of identities he began in Crossing Borders,
Reinforcing Borders by looking at how religion,
gender, and class also affect people's identi
fications of self and "others" among Mexican
nationals, Mexican imrnigrants, l\1exican
Americans, Anglos, and African Americans in
the Cuidad Juarez -El Paso area.
Inter-America Series; Duncan l~'arle,

Howard Campbell, andJolm Peterson,l~'ditors

2.5" bE5h.v photos, 519.95 papC1~ $50.00 doth

THE DEATH OF

RAMON GONZALEZ

THE MODERN

AGRICULTURAL DILEMMA

REVISED EDITION

By ANGUS WRIGHT

This revised edition of Angus Wright's in
dictment of chemical-dependent agriculture
in Latin America updates the science and
politics of pesticides and agricultural develop
ment within the context of globalization, trade
liberalization, and NAFTA.
S19· 95 paper

AFTER-DINNER

CONVERSATION

THE DIARY OF A DECADENT

By JOSE ASUNCION SILVA

TRANSLATED WITH AN
INTRODUCTION AND NOTES
BY KELLY WASHBOURNE

Perhaps the single best work for understand
ing turn-of-the-twentieth-century writing in
South America, After-Dinner Conversation is
also cited as the continent's first psychological
novel and an outstanding example of moderni
sta fiction and the Decadent sensibility.
Joe R. ami Teresa Lozano Long Series
in /.atin American and Latino Art and Culture
Texas Pan American Literature in Translation Series
DannyJ Anderson, l~'ditor

519. 95 papC1~ ~SO. 00 doth

BROWN GUMSHOES

DETECTIVE FICTION AND THE

SEARCH FOR CHICANA/O IDENTITY

By RALPH E. RODRIGUEZ

In this first comprehensive study of Chicano/a
detective fiction, Ralph E. Rodriguez exam
ines the recent contributions to the genre by
writers such as Rudolfo Anaya, Lucha Corpi,
Rolando I-linojosa, Michael Nava, and l\1anuel
Ramos and ho~\' they reflect post-nationalist
Chicana/o culture.
llistory, Culture, and Society Series
Centerfor lHexican American Studies (CHAS)
University afTexas at /lustin
SI79S paper, 540.00 doth

BROWN ON BROWN

CHICANO/A n.EPRESENTATIONS

OF GENDER, SEXUALITY,

AND ETHNICITY

By FREDERICK LUIS ALDAMA

This investigation of the ways in which race
and sexuality intersect and function in Chi
cano/a literature and film throws new light
on the work of authors Arturo Islas, Richard
Rodriguez,John Rechy, Ana Castillo, and
Sheila Ortiz Taylor, as well as that of film
director Edward James Olmos.
519.95 papc1; ~so. 00 cloth

CONJUNTO

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JOHN DYER

INTRODUCTION BY
JOE NICK PATOSKI

PREFACE AND CAPTIONS BY
JUAN TEJEDA

Dramatic photographs of the most important
and influential conjunto performers combine
with personal appreciations of the music to
proclaim conjunto's status as a true American
roots music. Also included are microbiogra
phies of the performers and representative
lyrics in English and in Spanish.
~) color and b&w photographs· $19.95 cloth

THE BULLET MEANT FOR ME

By JAN REID

Now available in paperback for the first time is
Jan Reid's powerful, moving account of what
being shot during a robbery in Mexico City
and the painful road to recovery taught him
about manhood, friendship, and marriage.
$/4.95 paper

Browse our complete Latin American studies catalog online.
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Latin American and
Caribbean Ethnic Studies
EDITOR IN CIllEF: Leon Zamosc, University of California, San Diego, USA

Latin American and Caribbean Ethnic Studies is a cross-disciplinary venue
for quality research on ethnicity, race relations, and indigenous peoples. It is
open to case studies, comparative analysis and theoretical contributions that
reflect innovative and critical perspectives, focused on any country or
countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, written by authors from
anywhere in the world. In a context in which ethnic issues are becoming
increasingly important throughout the region, we are seeing the rapid
expansion of a considerable corpus of work on their social, political, and
cultural aim of the Journal is to playa constructive role in
the and in the configuration of its

Int:eUlectlual en1teI1Dnl~~;;t//dt.rtitlvi1lm4'!ri4r:an and Caribbean Ethnic

~npent:1Yfetere:e(1. Papers accepted
JVi."l/11-"l. ,.y.~", Jtv... 'v......'V-.7. Final decisions

reference
available on the
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EWFRO TA FORD
AVAILABLE IN DECEMBER 2005

Chimneys in the Desert
Industrialization in Argentina
During the Export Boom Years,
1870-1930

FERNANDO ROCCHI
This book is a new perspective on the
history of Argentina that studies economics
under the lens of traditionally non-economic
perspectives, such as the importance of poli
tics, conswnerist culture, women, paternal
ism, nation-building, and ideology.
$70.00 cloth

AVAILABLE IN OCTOBER 2005

The Ancient Maya, 6th Edition
ROBERT J. SHARER with

~~--'-~---' LOA P. TRAXLER

This book traces the evolution of Maya civi
lization through the Pre-Colwnbian era, a
span of SOlne 2,500 years. The sixth edition
presents new archaeological evidence and
historical studies and offers the most exten
sive revisions of this classic work to date.
$36.95 paper $95.00 cloth

AVAILABLE IN NOVEMBER 2005

Latin American Lawyers
A Historical Introduction

ROGELIO PEREZ-PERDOMO
This book is a history of Latin American
lawyers from Colwnbus to globalization.
$50.00 cloth

To Feed and Be Fed
The Cosmological Bases ofAuthority
and Identity in the Andes

SUSAN ELIZABETH RAMIREZ
This book reexamines the structure of
Inca society on the eve of the Spanish
Conquest. The author argues that native
Andean cosmology organized the indige
nous political economy as well as spatial
and socio-kinship systems.
$24.95 paper $65.00 cloth

~ Stanford
University Press

Kent State University
Assistant/Associate Professor [No. 212186]

Pan-African Studies

Opportunity for a tenure-track position in African Diaspora Studies beginning Fall,
2006, to teach undergraduate and graduate courses in Caribbean, Afro-Hispanic
Studies/Latino(a) Studies, which may include Central America and Mexico, with an
interdisciplinary focus on critical theory and/or cultural studies in social sciences
and/or the humanities.

Qualifications: Ph.D. in African Diaspora, Caribbean, and/or Latin American Studies
or related background required. Knowledge of Portuguese, French, Spanish, Dutch
or a Creole language preferred. Commitment to teaching, advising, scholarly re
search and publication required.

Application Deadline: Review of applicants will begin November 4, 2005, and
continue until the position is filled. To apply, please submit a letter of application
referring to the above position title and number, curriculum vitae, sample of recent
scholarship, and three (3) references to: Chair, African Diaspora Studies Search
Committee, Department of Pan-African Studies, Kent State University, P.O. Box
5190, Kent, OH 44242-0001. Web Site: http://www.kent.edu/pas/.

For a complete description of this position visit our jobsite at: http://jobs.kent.edu.
All documents submitted to Kent State University for employment opportunities are
public records and subject to disclosure under the Ohio Public Records Law.

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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Slavery and African
Ethnicities in the
Americas
Restoring the Links

GWENDOLYN MIDLO HALL
The survival of African ethnic
identities through 400 years of
Atlantic slave trade.

248 pp., 24 illus. $34.95 cl

Contemporary Caribbean
Cultures and Societies in
aGlobal Context
FRANKLIN W. KNIGHT
AND TERESITA MARTfNEZ
VERGNE, EDS.
Caribbean responses to
globalization.

Approx. 304 pp. $55.00 cI / $21.95 pa
Available November 2005

Nation and Citizen in
the Dominican Republic,
1880-1916
TERESITA MARTfNEZ
VE RG N E
The arduous path to the modern
nation.
Approx. 288 pp. $59.95 cI / $24.95 pa

The Imagined Island
History, Identity, and Utopia in Hispaniola

PEDRO L. SAN MIGUEL
Translated by Jane Ramirez

Bridges literature, history, and ethnography to
identify views of national identity in Haiti and the
Dominican Republic.
Latin America in Translation/en Traduccion/em
Tradw;ao

208 pp. $59.95 cl / $22·50 pa

Sugar, Slavery, and Freedom in
Nineteenth-Century Puerto Rico
LUIS A. FIGUEROA
Sugar workers before and after emancipation.

Approx. 304 pp. $55.00 cI / $19.95 pa

Available October 2005

Children of the Father King
Youth, Authority, and Legal Minority in
Colonial Lima

BIANCA PREMO
Patriarchal law from Spain to the New World.

368 pp. $59·95 cI / $24·95 pa

u.S. Intervention in British Guiana
A Cold War Story

STEPHEN G. RABE
The first published account of the massive U.s.
covert intervention that helped foment labor
unrest, race riots, and general chaos, which led to
the replacement of Cheddi Jagan.
The New Cold War History

Approx. 256 pp. $45.00 cl / $19.95 pa

Crafting Civilian Control of the
Military in Venezuela
A Comparative Perspective

HAROLD A. TRINKUNAS
Placing Venezuela in comparative perspective
with Argentina, Chile, and Spain, Trinkunas
identifies the bureaucratic mechanisms democracies
need in order to sustain civilian authority over the
armed forces.

312 pp. $59.95 cI / $24.95 pa

I

Visit our website www.uncpress.unc.edufor sample chapters and to sign up

for e-alerts about new books and special web offers.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS
at bookstores or 800-848-6224 I w w w.u ncpress. uneed u
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Cannibal
Modernities
Postcoloniality
and the
Avant-garde
in Caribbean
and Brazilian
Literature

Luis Madureira

(( Cannibal Modernities offers for the first time
a comparative exploration of Brazilian, French,
and Spanish Caribbean literatures of mod
ernism. Madureira's staggering erudition,
linguistic talents, and subtle and provocative
readings of many of the region's most impor
tant authors in the twentieth century provide
rich dividends for the student of modernity
in the Americas."-George Handley,
Brigham Young University

New World Studies
$55.00 cloth, $19.50 paper

Reclaiming
Difference
Caribbean
Women
Rewrite
Postcolonialism

Carine M.
Mardorossian

"Reclaiming
Difference is an
important and thought-provoking book.
Offering deft and persuasive readings of
Maryse Conde, Jean Rhys, Emily Bronte,
Edwidge Danticat, and Julia Alvarez,
Mardorossian marks out a new-transgener
ational, translocal, transracial, translinguis
tic-analytical territory and makes an impor
tant and original contribution to postcolonial
and transatlantic studies."-Louise Yelin,
Professor of Literature, Purchase College

New World Studies
$49.50 cloth, $17.50 paper

Spirituality as Ideology in Black Women's
Film and Literature

Judylyn S. Ryan

"Appealing to and carrying forward a tradition of ancient spiritual
power, this book offers a proactive enterprise, illuminating
the agency of black women historically.... The scholarship is
extensive, original, and embraces a very catholic and eclectic
approach to the literature of black women." -Cheryl Townsend
Gilkes, Colby College

$49.50 cloth, $17.50 paper
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"The most profound, enlightening book available
on Latin America."

-WILLIAM RATLIFF, Curator, Alnericas Collection, Stanford University

LIBERTY FOR LATIN AMERICA
How to Undo Five Hundred Years

ofState Oppression

By ALVARO VARGAS LLOSA

Chronicling its history of foreign
conquests, populist uprisings,
ITIilitary coups, and financial
disasters, and examining its current
economic policy and recent attenlpts
at liberalization, Latin America's
fOreITIOst political journalist makes
a brilliant argument for real reform
in the continent, offering hope and
insight for all those who care for the
future of this troubled region.

"This volume makes an important contribution to the present debate on
the causes ofLatin America's poor economic and social performance."

-ERNESTO ZEDILLO, former President of Mexico

"This is an intriguing manifesto, passionately argued."
-SAMUEL DILLON, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and

former Mexico City Bureau Chief for The New York Times

«The brilliant Peruvian writer and journalist, Alvaro Vargas Llosa,
relates the immense damage caused by the economic nationalism that
has don1inated Latin America since the Second World War."

-CARLOS BALL, £l Nuevo Herald

(:4 thoughtful analysis ofwhat has impeded Latin America's progress
and what needs to be done. It is well worth reading."

-LAWRENCE HARRISON, Professor, Tufts University
Author, The Pan-American Dream

The~ INDEPENDENT
\ INSTITUTE

In Bookstores Nationwide· 800-927-8733 • www.independent.org
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mexican studiesl
estudios mexicanos

on the web:
californiajournals.com/msem

available online at:
caliber.ucpress.net

The rich cultural production and unique
peoples of Mexico-coupled with the
country's complex history, political legacy,
social character, economy, and scientific
development-lay the foundation for the
bilingual Mexican Studies /Estudios Mexicanos,
the only u.s. published academic journal
of its kind.

..•.~.' •.•

university of Calif!:rnia press
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"One of those rare journals that is
interesting, engaging, topical,

and interdisciplinary. It is one of
the main sources for anyone

concerned about Latin America."

-SUSAN ECKSTEIN

Latin American Politics and Society
publishes the highest-quality social science
scholarship on Latin America. The editorial board
is dedicated to challenging prevailing orthodoxies
and promoting innovative perspectives on the states,
societies, economies, and international relations of
the Americas in a globalizing world.

LAPS is distributed for the
University of Miami by

LYNNE RI~ERPU'llSHERS
1800 30TH STREET, SUITE 314

BOULDER, CO 80301
TEL: 303-444-6684

FAX: (303) 444-0824

2004 Subscription Rates:
Individuals: $49/year

U.s. Students: $28/year

Institutions: $1 D8/year

Outside U.s.: add $12/year for
international postage

Order online at www.rienner.com/journal.htm
and click on the LAPS icon
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CJLACS -Canadian Journal of Latin American and Caribbean Studies
RCELAC - Revue canadienne des etudes latino-americaines et cara'I'bes

~tW)Ql.;$~tVf·l..~"'MI0K;4n{l:f'tJY:~!tb%~
~~~-(:'~'\I;_(~b~M>-~~.Ol'~

Editor / Directeur : Victor Armony

Institut d'etudes internationales de Montreal
Universite du Quebec aMontreal (UQAM)
P.O. Box 8888, Station Downtown
Montreal, QC
H3C 3P8
CANADA

cjlacs@internet.uqam.ca

CJLACS / RCELAC issues appear twice a year. It is the flagship publication of
the Canadian Association of Latin American and Caribbean Studies
(CALACS) / Association canadienne d'etudes latino-americaines et caraibes
(ACELAC), founded at York University (Toronto) in 1969.

The journal is dedicated to interdisciplinary studies on Latin America and the
Caribbean. It publishes peer-reviewed articles based on original research, in
English, French, Portuguese, and Spanish.

It is indexed in: America: History and Life; Ausgewahlte Neuere Literatur;
Dokamentationsdient Lateinamerika; Geographical Abstracts; The Handbook
of Latin American Studies; The Hispanic American Periodicals Index; Historical
Abstracts; International Bibliography of the Social Sciences; PAIS
International.

2005 Subscription Rates (for 18 months):

Individuals: Cdn $45
Students: Cdn $23

Institutional: Cdn $90

For more information please visit our website:
calacs.concordia.ca

INSTITUT
D f E T U 0 E S
I NTERNATIONALES

DE MONTREAL

~~~~
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Subscribe to
Latin American Research Review

Rates: S40/year for individuals and S180/ycar for institutions.
Mexico/Canada. add SIS/issue: Other foreign countries, add $24 (airnlail).

(year).

Rcnlit funds in U.S. currency. credit card. or U.S. or International Postal Money
Order. Checks accepted if drawn on a U.S. bank in U.S. dollars with rOllting
numbers encoded at the bottom. Refunds available only on unshipped quantities
of current subscriptions.
Subscription rates vary for individuals and institutions. The institutional ratc
applies to subscriptions ordered or paid for by libraries, schools. academic
departments, government agencies, and businesses. The individual rate applies to
subscriptions ordered by individuals for personal use and paid for by personal
check or charge card.
Enter my subscription to Latin American Research Review _
Name _
Address _
City State Zip _
Charge my 0 VISA 0 MasterCard :J American Express
Account # Exp. Date
Signature

MOVING?
Please let us know in advance.
If you enclose your mailing label,
we can change your address quickly.

Zip-----State _

Name _
Address _
City _

Mail to:
University of Texas Press Journals

Box 7819
Austin, TX 78713-7819

Phone # 512-232-7621, Fax # 512-232-7178
journals@uts.cc.utexas.edu
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,\jOJlll/('}JlIJ('r."; of IASA m,1Y subscribe to IARR through the Uni\"l'rsity of Tl'Xi.1S Prl'SS i.lt thl' fol
lowing rail'S: Institutions, SIHO.()() per yl'ar; Indi\'idu,lls, S-H)'()(); Stlldl'nb, S27.()O. Latin Ameri
can subscribers P,1Y a spl'cial rall' of S60.()0 per yl'ar for Institutions, S27.00 for Indi\'idu(lls,
and S20.00 for Stlldl'nts. Ci.lnalb and tv1exico subscriptions add 5HUJO to l'ach order. For othl'r
fOrL'ign subscriptions add 52·tOO to l'ach order. Single issues and back issues a\·ailable. All
prices lUll SUbjl'ct to change on Septe,nber 1 of each year. Address all subscription mattl'rs to
lARR, Lnh'ersity of Tl'xas Press, P. O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 7H71:1-781LJ. Tl'iephone: (512) 2:12
7621; F,1X: (312) 212-717H; E-nli.lil: journals@uts.cc.utexas.edu. Please notify us imml'dii.ltcly of
any change of (lddress,

Cloil1/~ Polit'.1f: l)OIncstic and non-U.s. claims for missing issues must be rccci\'l'd within LJO
lL1YS of thL' publication datl'. Isslles returned "undeli\'erable" an' a\'ailable for rl'shiplnent at
cost of new post'lge.

l.atin AIl/('ric{lnl\e~eard/I\(,'l'iei:ll is indexed and/or abstractl'd in Academic Index, A(odel11ic Scorch
Prell/ier, Arb {or I-l1fIllt1nitie~ Citation Index, AlIlerica: lIi~tory and LUl', Anthropological Litera/ure,
CSA \;\'orld'll'ide Politicol Science Al)~tract~, Chicano Index, Current COJltl'Jlb, E/s£'l'ier Bibliographic
Databa~l's, Fillll Litemtlire IJlde.r, Geographical Ab~tract~, Hispanic AlIleri(an Periodicals !lidc.r, llis
torical Ah~t rt1d~, Internat ional Bibliography (~,. the Social ScieJlces, PAIS, Science Oired Nauigator,
Social Scienc(' Citation Index, and Social Scil'nce~ Index.

Mit'n~fillll copies of lARR are a\'ailablc frol11 Bell & Howell Inforl11ation and Learning,
300 \:orth 7ceb Road, Ann Arbor, MI -l8106. Microfiche copies are available frOln Johnson
Associa tes, P,O. Box 1017, Greenwich, CT 06830.

For infonnation on IARR-on-Linc, see the LARR website (http://larr.lanic.utexas.edu/).

Copying Beyond Fair Usc: Authorization to photocopy iten1s for the internal or personal use of
specific clients is granted by the University of Texas Press, provided that the appropriate fee
is paid directly to the Copyright Clearance Center. Prior to photocopying itelns for educa
tional c1assroon1 use, please contact the Copyright Clearance Center, 222 Rose\\'ood Drive,
Danvers, MA 01923, (508) 750-8400, http://ww\v.directory.net/copyright. To request perl11is
sion for other kinds of copying, such as copying for general distribution, for advertising or
promotional purposes, for creating ne\\' collective works, or for resale, kindly \vrite to Jour
nals Rights and Pennissions Department, University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
7H71J-7819. You 111ay contact the publisher via phone (512-232-7617) or fax (512-232-7178) or
elnail (stacey@utpress.ppb.utexas.edu). Visit the pennission request page on the University
of Texas Press \vebsite at: http://www.utexas.edu/utpress/ forms/jpermission.htIni.

Instruction~ to Allthor~: See LARR home page for subn1ission information (http://larr.lanic.
utexas.edu/). Address all correspondence to the Executive Editor, Latin Amcrican Research
Reviczl', LARR Editorial Office, 1 University Station, 00800, Austin, TX 78712-0331. Manuscripts
should be unpublished in any language and should not be under consideration for publica
tion by any other journal. Please subInit two dark, clear copies of yourmanuscript on 8 1/2" x
11" paper. All 111aterial should be typed double-spaced, vvith notes separately at the end of the
Inanuscript. Manuscripts should not exceed 10,000 words, including references, notes and
tables/ figures. Please provide a word count including footnotes, endnotes and references.
Papers that significantly exceed the 10,OOO-word limit will not be considered for review. Tables
and figurati\'e Inaterial should be kept to a minin1uI11. Each page should be counted as the
equi\'alent of 250 words to be included in the overall word count. Include an abstract of not
Inore than 2S0 words. For all matters of style, especially fonnat for notes and bibliographies,
please consult the latest edition of The Chicago Manual (~f Style (Uni\'ersity of Chicago Press).

LARR is published three tilnes a year, Spring/SuI11mer/Fall by the University of Texas Press.
All views or conclusions are those of the authors of the articles and not necessarily those of
the editors, the University of Texas Press, The University of Texas at Austin, or The University
of Texas Syste1l1.

Change of Addre~~/Sllb~(ription Information: Standard A Postage Paid at Ann Arbor, Ml. P(lST
MASTER: Send address changes to Latin America1l Rescarch RCIJicw, University of Texas Press,
P. O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7H19. Subscription queries can be sent to the publisher at the
preceding address or via fax (512-232-7178) or E-Inail (journals@uts.cc.utexas.edu).

CD 2005 by the lJniversity of Texas Press, 2100 C0I11al, Austin, TX 78722-2550. All rights reserved.

Visit our website at: http://ww\v.utexas.edu/utpress/journals.htn1l.

e The paper used in this publication n1eets the Ininin1um requirel11ents of the Alnerican
National Standard for Infonnation Sciences-Pern1anence of Paper for Printed Library
Materials, Ai\SI 71LJAH-1 LJH4.
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION

President, SONIA ALVAREZ, University of California, Santa Cruz
Vice President, CHARLES HALE, University of Texas at Austin
Past President, MARYSA NAVARRO, Dartmouth College

Executive Council
JOSE ANTONIO AGUILAR, Centro de Investigaciones y Docencia Econ6nzica
MERILEE GRINDLE, Harvard University
ELIZABETH ]ELIN, Consejo de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnicas
JOANNE RAPPAPORT, Georgetozvn University
LYNN STEPHEN, University of Oregon
GEORGE YUDICE, Nezv York University

Ex Officio Council Members
FRANCES APARICIO, University of Chicago
AMALIA PALLARES, University of Illinois, Chicago
MILAGROS PEREYRA-ROJAS, University of Pittsburgh
PETER M. WARD, University of Texas at Austin

The LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH REVIEW is the official journal of the Latin American
Studies Association and is published to achieve greater and more systematic com
munication among individuals, institutions, and organizations concerned with
scholarly studies and knowledge production relating to Latin America.

The LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH REVIEW was founded with the support of contributions
from a number of sponsoring institutions acknowledged in LARR in past issues, and
from a supplementary grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation (for LARR-on
Line).

Membership in the Latin American Studies Association includes a subscription to the
LATIN AMERICAN RESEARCH REVIEW. Dues for calendar year 2004 and three-year rates
are listed below. Checks for membership should be made payable to LASA and sent
to LASA, 946 William Pitt Union, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.
Payment may be in the form of a check in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank, a money
order in U.S. dollars, a UNESCO coupon, or a traveler's check in U.S. dollars with
signatures on both lines made out to LASA. LASA also accepts Visa and MasterCard.
Telephone LASA (412) 648-7929; Fax (412) 624-7145; E-maillasa@pitt.edu

Institutional Members (nonprofit), $150.00; Institutional Members (profit), $250.00.
Regular Members (scaled to personal income): under $20,000, $33.00/$99.00; $20,000
29,999, $42.00/$126.00; $30,000-39,999, $52.00/$156.00; $40,000-49,999, $63.00/
$189.00; $50,000-64,999, $75.00/$225.00; $65,000-74,999, $88.00/$264.00, over $75,000,
$102.00/$306.00. Joint members (two members at the same mailing address will re
ceive only one copy of LARR and other LASA publications): add $30.00/$90.00 to
dues for member with the higher income. Student Members, $25.00; Latin American
residents living permanently in Latin America or the Caribbean, under $20,000, $20.00;
$20,000 and over, $30.00. Three-year membership options for 2004-2006. Amounts
after a " /" are for 3 years if paid in 2005.
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